
Eva Campfire Adventure - S'mores and
Secrets! The Exciting New Branches Owl
Diaries 12!

Welcome to the enchanted world of Eva Wingdale and her magical group of
friends! In the newest installment of the beloved Branches Owl Diaries series,
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Eva Campfire Adventure, author Rebecca Elliott takes readers on a thrilling
escapade filled with mystery, friendship, and delightful surprises!

The Exciting Plot Unveiled

In this extraordinary school year, Eva and her friends embark on an unforgettable
adventure – a campfire mystery! When they gather around the campfire, the
quartet discovers a hidden map leading to a mysterious treasure. Determined to
solve the riddles and uncover the secrets, Eva and her friends set off on an
enchanting journey through the enchanted forest.
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Along the way, they encounter mischievous forest creatures, ancient puzzles, and
unexpected challenges. Eva, being the brave owl she is, never gives up and
encourages her friends to follow their dreams and instincts. With every twist and
turn, the excitement builds, leaving readers on the edge of their seats.

The Power of Friendship

In the Branches Owl Diaries 12, Eva and her friends reinforce the importance of
friendship and teamwork. They learn to rely on each other's strengths, helping
one another overcome obstacles and unravel the campfire mystery. These
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invaluable life lessons teach young readers about trust, loyalty, and the beauty of
supporting one another.

Rebecca Elliott's engaging storytelling style brings Eva and her friends to life,
capturing the hearts of readers worldwide. Through their adventures, readers
learn the value of collaboration and the joy of friendship.

A Feast for the Eyes

Accompanying the compelling narrative are Rebecca Elliott's stunning
illustrations. Every page is adorned with vibrant colors and intricate details,
immersing readers into the awe-inspiring world of Eva Wingdale. From the
majestic forest scenes to the charming characters, the illustrations captivate
readers, ensuring an unforgettable reading experience.

Why Choose Eva Campfire Adventure?

Eva Campfire Adventure - Branches Owl Diaries 12 is an ideal choice for young
readers aged 6-9 years who love a captivating story combined with charming
illustrations. It fosters a love for reading and helps children develop their
vocabulary and comprehension skills.

The book's adventurous theme and relatable characters make it a perfect
addition to any child's library. Whether enjoyed independently or read aloud as a
family, Eva Campfire Adventure sparks the imagination and nurtures a passion for
storytelling.

With its engaging plot, valuable life lessons, and mesmerizing illustrations, Eva
Campfire Adventure - Branches Owl Diaries 12 is a must-read for young readers
seeking thrilling, heartwarming stories. Rebecca Elliott's masterful storytelling



captures the essence of friendship and the beauty of exploration. Pick up your
copy today and embark on an extraordinary journey with Eva and her friends!
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Eva and her friends are going camping, in this New York Times bestselling early
chapter book series just-right for emerging readers!

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!

This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-
paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading
confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!

Eva can't wait to go camping with her classmates! They pitch tents, eat yummy
campfire treats, and build useful inventions. Best of all, they go on a treasure hunt
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through the forest. Join Eva and her friends as they work together to find the
treasure!

Eva Treetop Festival is Finally Here! Find out
What Adventures Await in the Branches of Owl
Diaries
The enchanting world of Owl Diaries is back with its latest book, Eva
Treetop Festival. Join Eva and her friends on an incredible adventure
filled with colorful...

Eva's Big Sleepover: A Night of Adventure in
the Branches (Owl Diaries)
When it comes to children's books, few series have captured the hearts
of young readers quite like Owl Diaries. The delightful characters,
engaging storylines,...

The Haunting Melody of the Redwing:
Revealing the Voice of the Wetlands
Step into the enchanting world of nature's symphony, where the
mesmerizing tunes of the redwing songbirds echo through the wetlands.
The ethereal melodies of the redwing,...
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Baxter Is Missing: Branches Owl Diaries - An
Enchanting Adventure
Have you ever dreamt of embarking on an enchanting adventure filled
with mystery, friendship, and bravery? If so, "Baxter Is Missing: Branches
Owl Diaries" is the perfect...

Eva Campfire Adventure - S'mores and Secrets!
The Exciting New Branches Owl Diaries 12!
Welcome to the enchanted world of Eva Wingdale and her magical group
of friends! In the newest installment of the beloved Branches Owl Diaries
series, Eva...

Branches Owl Diaries - Exploring the Whimsical
World of Eva and Her Friends
A Perfect Combination of Whimsy and Adventure Branches Owl Diaries
is an enchanting series of children's books that brings together the magic
of...

Eva Sees Ghost Branches Owl Diaries: Uncover
the Mysteries of the Enchanted Forest
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to enter a magical world
filled with talking owls, enchanted trees, and mysterious ghost branches?
If so,...
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Bo The Brave Branches Unicorn Diaries - An
Enchanting Adventure
Once upon a time in the magical land of Unicoria, there lived a brave and
daring unicorn named Bo. Bo was no ordinary unicorn; he possessed the
unique ability to control...
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